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Comments:
The electric car ends up polluting and destroying more of our environment than a gasoline car. This
is a fact. The electric car is a fire hazard extreme. During the last few hurricanes coming up the
coast, they discovered that when they cars get wet, they explode if they catch fire it s̓ more
dangerous for the firefighters to put them out. The product is controlled totally by China. Meaning
the batteries. I know that our legislators love taking Chinese money. But China is also the country
that is building up for war with us, sending money to their country. Why theyʼre busy taking over
and the stabilizing the world from our currency to theirs to destroy America is not what we would
actually want. There s̓ new technology and the hydrogen car is going to come out and replace that
electric car. On top of that most people have just started discovering electric cars weigh so much
more than the regular car directly collapsing parking garage is because of the weight exceeds the
limit. Weʼre not even going to discuss that they canʼt be a fordable. The average person canʼt even
go near it. Weʼre looking at our economy is collapsing everything youʼre doing is actually hurting
the environment and hurting the economy of the people. On top of that this is not even legislators
coming up with this . State agency does not have the right to dictate to the people!!! That s̓ why
you have elections! So keep pushing the electric car when we the people tell you know. That s̓
called communism. We will not comply with the new mandate and the first thing Hass to go is
everybody who pushes the electric car we have elections to fix this! You can always rake the
elections that you have. But getting back to the electric car this is something that needs to go. It s̓
fine if a couple people want it but you canʼt mandate to the people! Youʼll start to learn this.!!! You
work for us and so does every state employee! And it s̓ time to start passing out pink slip if you
pass this


